Abstract: Chromatic dispersion profile of dual-concentric-core photonic crystal fibers is optimized for broadband dispersion compensation of single mode fibers (SMFs) by using genetic algorithm incorporated with fullvector finite-element method. From the numerical results presented here, it is found that by increasing the distance between central core and outer ring core, larger negative dispersion coefficient and better dispersion slope compensation are possible. There is a tradeoff between the magnitude of negative dispersion coefficient and dispersion slope compensation due to the concave dispersion profile of dual-concentric-core photonic crystal fibers. In spite of the tradeoff, dual-concentric-core photonic crystal fibers having larger negative dispersion coefficient as well as compensating for dispersion slope of SMFs in the entire C band with large effective area can be designed.
Introduction
Chromatic dispersion of optical fibers is one of the most important parameters for optical communication systems because of its strong influence to temporal optical pulse shape. Specific optical fibers with various dispersion profiles have been proposed such as dispersion flattened fibers, dispersion compensating fibers (DCFs), and so on. In particular, DCFs are indispensable for long distance high speed transmission based on standard single mode fibers (SMFs). To compensate for the accumulated dispersion of SMF after long distance propagation, a dual-concentric-core fiber has been proposed [1], [2] . By introducing outer ring core, it is possible to obtain large negative dispersion coefficient ranging from some hundreds to thousands of ps/(nm·km). To obtain large negative dispersion coefficient, usually a highly Ge-doped central core is required leading to higher losses and fabrication difficulties. To overcome these problems, a dual-concentric-core photonic crystal fiber (DCPCF) has been proposed recently [3]- [6] . It is well known that PCF is very useful for chromatic dispersion management and it is possible to obtain even −10000 ps/(nm·km) dispersion coefficient without Ge doping [5] . However, the available wavelength bandwidth for dispersion compensation of SMF is very narrow because of the concave dispersion profile of dualconcentric-core fibers. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate for the dispersion slope of SMF as well for broadband operation. Although dual-concentric-core fibers with carefully chosen structural parameters have been proposed for broadband dispersion compensation of SMF [7] ,[8], the problem due to Ge-doping still remains. Huttunen et al. reported a DCPCF with high-index core and large air holes which has dispersion values as large as −59000 ps/(nm·km) over a broad wavelength range of 100 nm [6], however, the central core of the proposed DCPCF is not truly single mode and the relative dispersion slope has not been optimized to match with that of a standard SMF in wide wavelength range.
In this paper, chromatic dispersion profile of pure silica DCPCF is optimized for dispersion compensation of a standard SMF in the entire C band (1.53 to 1.565 μm) by using genetic algorithm (GA) [9],[10] incorporated with full-vector finite-element method (FEM) [11] , [12] . From the numerical results presented here, it is found that by increasing the distance between central core and outer ring core, larger negative dispersion coefficient and better dispersion slope compensation are possible. There is a tradeoff between the magnitude of negative dispersion coefficient and dispersion slope compensation due to the concave dispersion profile of DCPCFs. In spite of the tradeoff, single-mode DCPCF having large negative dispersion coefficient as well as compensating for dispersion slope of SMF in the entire C band can be designed.
Geometries of the DCPCF and genetic algorithm optimization
Here, we consider three types of DCPCFs as shown in Fig. 1 , where d is the hole diameter, Λ is the hole pitch of triangular lattice structure, and the refractive index of background material is given by Sellmeier's equation [13] . The outer ring core is formed by reducing the diameter of air holes in i-th ring to d r . For type 1 (Fig. 1(a) ), type 2 ( Fig. 1(b) ), and type 3 (Fig. 1(c) ) DCPCFs, i is taken as 2, 4, and 6, respectively. It is known that the interference of guided modes of central and ring cores leads to the concave dispersion profile with large negative dispersion coefficient [1] .
As an example, Fig We can see that by increasing the distance between the central core and outer ring core (larger values of i), larger negative dispersion coefficient can be obtained. If the distance between central core and ring core is small, the guided modes of both cores are strongly coupled and the effective refractive index of the coupled mode is gradually changed with wavelength resulting in smaller negative dispersion coefficient. On the other hand, if the distance is large, the effective refractive index change of the coupled mode is large around the phase matched wavelength leading to larger negative dispersion coefficient. For the purpose of dispersion compensation, it is advantageous to use concave region because of large negative dispersion coefficient (shorter length of DCPCF) [6] . However, it is difficult to compensate for the dispersion slope of SMF in wide wavelength range because the dispersion profile of SMF is almost linearly varied in C band. To compensate for the dispersion slope of SMF, left hand side of the concave region has to be used in spite of lower negative dispersion coefficient because of smooth and monotonically decreasing dispersion curve. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the available magnitude of negative dispersion coefficient and dispersion slope compensation. Also, larger effective core area is preferable to reduce splice loss with SMF and nonlinearity in DCF. Designing the dispersion profile having large negative dispersion coefficient, broadband dispersion slope compensation, and large effective core area by trial and error seems to be difficult because the number of required performances and structural parameters to be determined (Λ, d/Λ, and d r /Λ) are large. Therefore, we use GA [9],[10] for designing DCPCF for dispersion compensation of SMF in the entire C band. GA is a kind of optimization algorithm which extracts the best solutions from the given goal. In this case, the best solutions correspond to structural parameters of PCF and the goal corresponds to the target dispersion profiles. Our target dispersion profile is having large negative dispersion coefficient as well as compensating for the dispersion slope of SMF in the entire C band with effective area larger than 20 μm 2 at 1.55 μm. The effective area of 20 μm 2 is similar to that of conventional dispersion and dispersion slope compensating fibers for compensating standard SMFs. By taking into account these aims, the following fitness function F is maximized in GA analysis:
where w 1 is a scaling parameter and taken as 0.001, A eff is the effective core area, D DCPCF is the dispersion coefficient of DCPCF, and λ is the free-space wavelength. D target is defined as
where X is the integer and D SMF is the dispersion coefficient of SMF. f 1 corresponds to the dispersion slope compensation and if D SMF is completely compensated by DCPCF, f 1 is zero and F becomes its maximum value of 1. f 2 is the penalty term with regard to A eff , and the structure having smaller effective area will be discarded in GA analysis even if it compensates for the dispersion slope of SMF well. Achievable magnitude of negative dispersion coefficient is controlled by X. If the value of X is large, DCPCF has to compensate for larger positive chromatic dispersion to maximize F, and so, DCPCF with larger negative dispersion coefficient will be obtained. However, better dispersion slope compensation is expected for smaller value of X because of the tradeoff described above. Therefore, the dispersion profile of DCPCF is optimized for several values of X. Here, FEM modal solver [11] , [12] is used for calculating the dispersion profile of DCPCF in the GA analysis ensuring accurate analysis. 
DCPCF for broadband dispersion compensation
By using the numerical scheme presented in section 2, the dispersion profile of DCPCF shown in Fig. 1 is optimized in terms of Λ, d/Λ, and d r /Λ. Searching areas for each parameter are defined from our preliminary calculations and they are summarized in Table 1 . Optimized results for type 1 DCPCF are summarized in Table 2 . We can see that A eff at 1.55 μm is larger than 20 μm 2 for all structures and larger negative dispersion coefficients are obtained for larger values of X as expected. Although these structures support higher order modes in the central core region due to the larger values of d/Λ, bending and confinement losses for higher order modes are significantly larger than those of fundamental mode. Therefore, these structures are effectively single-moded in the C band. Figure 3(a) shows optimized chromatic dispersion of type 1 DCPCF for different values of X. For the sake of eye guideline, −D target is also shown with red dashed curves. For smaller values of X, dispersion slope is well compensated in the entire C band, while dispersion slope compensation becomes worse for larger values of X in spite of larger negative dispersion coefficient resulting in the tradeoff. For larger value of X, the concave curve can be seen in the dispersion profile. This is because that in DCPCF, the highest negative dispersion coefficient is obtained around the concave region in the dispersion profile. Therefore, optimized results presented here are quite reasonable. It should be noted that the modal field distributions is not Gaussian around the concave region in dispersion curves because of the interference between the central core and the outer ring core modes. Figure 3(b) shows the residual dispersion after compensating for the dispersion of 80-km SMF by optimized type 1 DCPCFs. The lengths of DCPCF are taken as 16.2, 8.1, and 4.2 km for X = 5, 10, and 20, respectively. The residual dispersion should be lower than ±0.8 ps/(nm·km) to compensate for 40 Gb/s signal [14] (dashed lines in Fig. 3(b) ). Only the structure for X = 5 meets this condition and the magnitude of negative dispersion coefficient is not so high. Therefore, chromatic dispersions of type 2 and type 3 DCPCFs are optimized for obtaining larger negative dispersion coefficient and better dispersion slope compensation.
Optimized structural parameters for type 2 DCPCF are summarized in Table 3 . For larger values of X, larger negative dispersion coefficient can be obtained and A eff at 1.55 μm is larger than 20 μm 2 for all structures. Figures 4(a) and (b) show optimized chromatic dispersions of type 2 DCPCF for different values of X and the residual dispersion after compensating for the dispersion of 80-km SMF by optimized type 2 DCPCFs. The lengths of type 2 DCPCF are taken as 16, 8.2, and 4.2 km for X = 5, 10, and 20, respectively. As can be clearly seen from the figures, the dispersion slope compensation for each structure is better than that of type 1 DCPCFs and the magnitude of negative dispersion coefficient for each value of X is similar. In this case, all the structures can compensate for 40 Gb/s signal in the entire C band and are endlessly single-mode fibers because of smaller value of d/Λ than 0.425 [15] , [16] . Optimized structural parameters for type 3 DCPCF are summarized in Table 4 . , and 20 can be used for compensating for 40 Gb/s signal over the C band with large negative dispersion coefficient leading to the ultra broadband dispersion compensation. Although the residual dispersion of the structure for X = 30 violates ±0.8 ps/(nm·km) condition around 1.53 μm, it can be used in nearly entire C band with very large negative dispersion coefficient (−538 ps/(nm·km) at 1.55 μm) which is about five times larger than that of commercial dispersion and dispersion slope compensating fibers for C band.
Confinement and bending losses
Confinement losses are important and unavoidable problems for all single-material PCF applications. Furthermore, because DCFs are usually installed to the compact package, bending losses are also important issues. Here, confinement and bending losses of the optimized type 3 DCPCF are investigated. The optimized structure for X = 30 (Λ = 1.4633 μm, d/Λ = 0.3956, and d r /Λ = 0.2804) is considered. Figure 6 (a) shows confinement losses of the optimized DCPCF as a function of the number of air-hole rings at operating wavelengths of 1.53 μm (blue dots), 1.55 μm (green dots), and 1.565 μm (red dots). Confinement losses for this structure are relatively large due to the small values of d/Λ and Λ, and 20 rings of airholes are required for reducing the confinement losses lower than 0.1 dB/km. However, the required number of air-hole rings can be reduced, for example, by increasing the value of d/Λ in the several outer rings without affecting dispersion characteristics. Figure 6(b) shows the calculated bending loss (dB/km) of the optimized DCPCF with 20 air-hole rings as a function of bending radius (cm) at operating wavelengths of 1.53 μm (blue dots), 1.55 μm (green dots), and 1.565 μm (red dots). For calculation of the macro-bending induced loss we employ the tilted index model described in [17] . From the results in Fig. 6(b) we can see that even under a drastic bending operation (for bending radii around 1 cm), the corresponding bending losses remain less than 1 dB/km, a result which shows that the optimized DCPCF structure doesn't suffer much from macro-bending losses. 
Conclusion
We have optimized the chromatic dispersion of DCPCF for broadband dispersion compensation by using GA incorporated with FEM. It was found from the numerical results presented here that, by increasing the distance between central core and outer ring core, larger negative dispersion coefficient and better dispersion slope compensation can be obtained in the C band. Despite the tradeoff between the magnitude of negative dispersion coefficient and dispersion slope compensation, DCPCF having large negative dispersion coefficient as well as compensating for dispersion slope of SMF in the entire C band was successfully designed.
